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Why do we need to talk about 
this? 

How do we control fixtures when we can’t run control wires? 



Presentation learning intent: 
 Basic understanding

 LED as a light source

 How does an LED light source work?

 What is a LED driver

 What does the LED driver do?

 How does a line voltage dimmer work?



Presentation learning intent: 
 LED Lamp and fixture options

 Almost limitless 

 Some sources are readily available over the counter

 Line voltage dimmable fixtures may be less expensive 
than fixtures using other technologies 

 Unpredictable dimming performance



Presentation learning intent: 
 Control options for line level dimming

 Mains dimming (incandescent)

 Magnetic Low Voltage (MLV)

 Electronic Low Voltage (ELV)

 Wireless options

 Power line carrier



Presentation learning intent: 
 Matching the correct dimming technology to the LED 

source

 Know what control technology is available for the source 
that is specified

 Specify the controls correctly

 Know what is acceptable and what could cause damage.



Presentation learning intent: 
 Possible outcomes

 What could possibly go wrong? 



Presentation learning intent: 
 Handling expectations

 The more you know, the better chance you will have of 
having a successful project and a happy client. 



Basic Understanding
 LED as a light source

 How does an LED produce light? 



Basic Understanding
 What does an LED driver do?

 LEDs, require a device that can convert incoming AC power to the 
proper DC voltage, and regulate the current flowing through the 
LED during operation. 

 The driver converts 120V (or other voltage) 60Hz AC power to 
low-voltage DC power required by the LEDs, and protects the 
LEDs from line-voltage fluctuations.

 The  driver needs to provide the correct amount of power to get 
the electrons to start moving. 

 Without special design, a driver, by definition, tries to regulate 
the current delivered to the LEDs and prevent dimming. 



Basic Understanding
 What does an LED driver do?

 To allow dimming, the driver has to have additional components 
and intelligence to allow voltage fluctuations and maintain 
enough of the P-N interaction to keep the LED lit. 

 Virtually every LED lamp and fixture has a driver in the system. 
Not all drivers are designed to dim.



Basic Understanding
 What does an LED driver do?

 Some drivers need low voltage  (0-10v) or digital (DMX,DALI) 
controls.



Basic Understanding
 What does an LED driver do?

 Some drivers are designed to be “mains” dimmable. There are 
different kinds of line voltage dimmable drivers available. The 
driver control technology must be matched with the correct 
dimmer to get the best possible result.  



Basic Understanding
 How does a line voltage dimmer work?

 Dimmers are all the same in their basic operation.

 They “switch” the power ON and OFF 120 times per second. 
Dimming is achieved by changing the ON vs. the OFF time. 

 Designed for resistive loads (incandescent sources)   



Basic Understanding
 How does a line voltage dimmer work?

 Why does this cause problems with every other kind of light 
source?

Every other type of light source has to get the current to “jump” a gap to operate. 
If we turn the power off 120 times a second we have to hit the source with enough 
juice to get the source  lit again 



LED Lamp and Fixture options
 There are LED lamp options available for virtually 

every existing incandescent socket. 

If the choice is to leave the incandescent 
fixtures in place and just install LED lamps:

1) Are they dimmable?
2) What kind of dimmer does the 

lamp manufacturer recommend?



LED Lamp and Fixture options
 Most LED lamps meant for retro-fit into existing 

incandescent sockets will be labeled:

 DIMMABLE

 NOT TO BE USED WITH DIMMERS

The only thing that “DIMMABLE” means is that 
you will not damage the lamp or the dimmer by 
dimming it. 



LED Lamp and Fixture options
 Some LED fixtures are available with “Mains dimming”



LED Lamp and Fixture options
 Some LED fixtures are available with MLV dimming



LED Lamp and Fixture options
 Some LED fixtures are available with ELV dimming 



LED Lamp and Fixture options
 Dimming performance across any of the line voltage 

technologies may be unpredictable
 Dimming performance of lamps is unpredictable
 Fixture manufactures pick the drivers for a wide variety of 

reasons
 Cost
 Availability
 Compatibility
 Established relationships
 You may get different technologies from the same 

manufacturer
 You may get different drivers in different runs of the same 

fixture



LED Lamp and Fixture options
 Dimming performance across any of the line voltage 

technologies may be unpredictable

 Dimming performance of lamps is unpredictable

 Mock ups and testing is always a good idea

 On line testimonials and reviews can be somewhat 
helpful

 Cnet.com (and possibly others) offer LED lamp (light 
bulb) reviews and ratings

 Dimming performance is getting better



Control options for line level dimming

 Mains dimming (line level) incandescent



Control options for line level dimming

 Magnetic Low Voltage (MLV)

Additional components are added to the basic dimmer to prevent 
the dimmer from reaching the lowest out put levels. Preventing  
potential damage to the voltage conversion transformer in the 
fixture’s driver.  



Control options for line level dimming

 Electronic Low Voltage (ELV)

A specialized output device is used to turn On the power at the 
zero-cross and turn OFF the power along the curve. This prevents 
damage to the electrical circuit that converts the voltage in the 
fixture’s driver.  



Control options for line level dimming

 Things to know:

 Line voltage dimming is also called “Phase Cut Dimming”

 Mains dimming, and MLV are also known as “Forward Phase 
Dimming” and “Leading Edge Dimming”

 ELV dimming is also called “Reverse Phase dimming” and 
“Trailing Edge Dimming” 

 ELV dimmers can be used on incandescent, MLV and ELV 
fixtures. 

 MLV dimmers can be used on incandescent and MLV fixtures 
not ELV.  



Control options for line level dimming

 Things to know:

 C-L dimmers are marketed as being specially built for 
Compact fluorescent and LED lamps. Usually it just means 
that they are using an MLV or ELV dimmer and added a trim 
pot so the end user can adjust the low end trim to prevent 
unstable behavior from the lamps. 

 ELV dimmers are more expensive than the other types and 
usually have reduced wattage limits because they generate 
more heat. 

 Beware of any dimmer claiming to be “universal” . It takes a 
different type of output device to accomplish ELV dimming.  



Control options for line level dimming

 Most Dimming systems have options for all the load 
types and offer  field adjustability to optimize the 
dimming performance.



Wireless controls
 There are a wide range of wireless control solutions 

available. 
 Wireless DMX

 RF “mesh” networks
 Proprietary systems from a single manufacturer

 Third party systems that can be installed in anyone’s fixtures

 Cellular based
 Server or a gateway that uses cell towers to communicate with 

fixtures and central computer networks 

 Bluetooth
 Short range, phone app, individual fixtures or groups.  



Wireless controls
 There are a wide range of wireless control solutions 

available. 

 Wireless DMX

 Very good control of fixtures, excellent dimming curve

 Reliable

 Fixtures need to be designed for the transceivers 

 Added expense

 Offers flexible zoning, presets, effects

 Visible antennae 



Wireless controls
 There are a wide range of wireless control solutions 

available. 

 Wireless DMX



Wireless controls
 There are a wide range of wireless control solutions 

available. 

 RF “mesh” networks

 Used Indoors and outdoors

 Simple user interfaces

 Capable of controlling large number of fixtures

 Zones, presets

 Time clock functions



Wireless controls
 There are a wide range of wireless control solutions 

available. 

 RF “mesh” networks



Wireless controls
 There are a wide range of wireless control solutions 

available. 

 Cellular based

 Server or a gateway that uses cell towers to communicate with 
fixtures and central computer networks 



Wireless controls
 There are a wide range of wireless control solutions 

available. 
 Bluetooth

 Short range,

 Phone app,

 Individual fixtures or groups.  

 Power line carrier
 Not used commercially 

 Hobbyist products

 Can be used in closed systems (not using the building wiring)



Handling expectations
 Engaging the client during the design process with 

strong communications 

 Realizing that the performance of these products can 
be unpredictable



Handling expectations
 Mock-ups and demonstrations

 As much as possible, show the client what is going to 
happen after the products are installed.



Handling expectations
 Clear budget goals

 Research the products, and spec what you know will 
work predictably. If you allow substitutions, observe 
their  performance before allowing them on the job.  
Make sure the client gets the performance they are 
expecting. 



Conclusions 
 There are many design choices:

 Lamps and/or  fixtures 

 Control technologies

 Incandescent, MLV, ELV, C-L, Wireless

 Pros and Cons to their implementation

 Mock-ups, experimentation, and research are vital

 Strong communication and effective client participation 
are keys to managing expectations and provide a greater 
chance of having a successful outcome. 



Questions
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